
Hands-On #2 
Differential Analysis/Marker Selection 

 
Selection of ALL/AML/MLL “markers”. 
 

1. The input is the ‘.res’ all_aml_mll.mas5.log2.gct 

2. Gene filtering (using VariationFiltering): 

a. Select the top 3000 markers as ranked by MAD (median absolute deviation) from the file 
all_aml_mll.mas5.log2.gct. Save it into all_aml_mll.mas5. 
log2.3Kmad.gct (also, ask for a scatter plot and inspect it). 

3. Visualize filtered data with HeatMapViewer. 

4. Gene Selection/Differential Analysis (using ComparativeMarkerSelection): 

a. Use the binary phenotype: all_vs_not.cls 

i. Select markers for each class (based on t-score), run permutation test w/ n=1000 
permutations (output: all_aml_mll.mas5.log2.3Kmad.aml_vs_not.odf) 

ii. Visualize results w/ ComparativeMarkerSelectionViewer 

1. Look at the histogram of p-values. What’s the estimated π0 (or P(H0))? 

2. Select markers w/ FDR(BH) ≤0.01 & Fold Change>1.5 (Edit  Filter 
Features  Custom Filter) 

3. Visualize “filtered dataset” (View  Heatmap). 

b. Use the 3-class phenotype: all_aml_mll.cls 

i. Select markers for each class (based on t-score), run permutation test w/ n=1000 
permutations (output: 
all_aml_mll.mas5.log2.3Kmad.{ALL,AML,MLL}.vs.Rest.odf). 

ii. For each pairwise comparison (ALL vs. Rest, AML vs. Rest, etc.) 

1. Visualize results w/ ComparativeMarkerSelectionViewer. 

2. Select markers w/ FDR(BH)≤0.01 (0.05 for MLL) & Fold Change>1.5 
(1.35 for MLL) & Score>0  (Edit  Filter Features  Custom Filter) 

3. Save selected markers (File  Save Feature list …). Output: 
all_aml_mll.mas5.log2.3Kmad.up{ALL,MLL,AML}.txt (3 files) 

iii. Open an excel spreadsheet, “concatenate” the three feature lists and save as 
all_aml_mll.mas5.log2.3Kmad.ALLvsMLLvsAML.xls 

iv. Create ‘.gct’ file based on the combined Feature list (Gene List Selection  
SelectFeaturesRows) 

v. Visualize it w/ HeatMapViewer. 

vi. Gene-Ontology Annotation (for each of the Feature list created in 4.b.ii.3) 

1. Extract total set of genes from  (Preprocess & Utilities  
ExtractRowNames) 



2. Use GeneMerge module to annotate each class marker list (output: 
all_aml_mll.mas5.log2.3Kmad.{ALL,MLL,AML}.GO.xls. This 
is rather slow, so you might want to analyze only one class, say ALL). 

3. Open the file with text viewer or Excel (default application) and look at 
the top GO terms and their significance.  


